By Alex Pfaff

The defense labored mightily to make zero goals stand up for at least one point, and in regular play they were successful. But a set play in which the full Hibernian squad was inside the MIT goal box proved too much to resist. Keeper Bobby Pedraza G was excellent as always, scooping, snatching, punching, and parrying countless balls, but with the crowd in front of him, he could not even see the terminal shot until it was past him.

The dynamic duo of Bobby Orr-like offensive defenders Malcolm Quinn G and Steffen Ernst G turned in their usual excellent performances, and the vocal-quiet leadership pair Jose "also call me Carl" Robles G and Russell Allgor G were back in full force (shaking off, respectively, the effects of knee problems and a recent honeymoon). However the whole squad failed to pull together as they had done throughout this successful season. Thus the team says yet again "wait til next year", although this team also arrives at season's end with a lot of good memories: Second place in their usual excellent performance; and the vocal-quiet leadership pair Jose "also call me Carl" Robles G and Russell Allgor G were back in full force (shaking off, respectively, the effects of knee problems and a recent honeymoon).